LOW-COST WAYS FOR SCHOOLS TO CELEBRATE
GLOBAL MEDIA AND INFORMATION LITERACY (MIL) WEEK 2017
25 OCTOBER - 1 NOVEMBER

#GlobalMILWeek

ORGANIZE A CLASS FIELD TRIP TO THE LOCAL MEDIA OUTLETS
discuss with the editors, journalists and technical staff how news is created.

INVITE INFORMATION, MEDIA AND TECHNOLOGY PROFESSIONALS TO SCHOOL
for discussion in classroom or general assembly.

SCREEN A MOVIE RELATED TO MEDIA AND INFORMATION
engage students in critical thinking and discussion about the content, metaphors and hidden messages.

CHOOSE 10 BEST MIL CLICKS POSTS, ORGANIZE A MIL CLICKS CLASS OR SEMINAR
present around the posts and engage students on the issues.

TEAM UP AND ORGANIZE AN ACTIVITY WITH THE SCHOOL LIBRARIANS
make a quest/game to learn how to search for information and think critically about the sources.

SHOWCASE SHORT FILMS CREATED BY STUDENTS ON SELECTED MIL TOPICS
such as combating hate speech, online bullying, facilitating intercultural dialogue.

SHARE YOUR CREATIVE ACTIONS:
EVENTS/ACTIVITIES THAT YOU ORGANIZE SHOULD BE REGISTERED AND PROMOTED GLOBALLY AT:

#MILCLICKS

Registered events/activities will be showcased on the Global MIL Week 2017 official website.
More partners and other information can be found on the Global MIL Week 2017 official website at: